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Systems pharmacology uncovers Janus functions of
botanical drugs: activation of host defense system and
inhibition of influenza virus replication†

Xia Wang,za Xue Xu,za Yan Li,b Xiuxiu Li,a Weiyang Tao,a Bohui Li,a

Yonghua Wang*ac and Ling Yangd

Given the imminent threat of influenza pandemics and continuing emergence of new drug-resistant

influenza virus strains, novel strategies for preventing and treating influenza disease are urgently needed.

Herbal medicine, used for thousands of years in combinational therapies (Herb Formula), plays a significant

role in stimulating the host immune system in vivo, and meanwhile, in fighting against the pandemic by

directly inhibiting influenza virus in vitro. Such potential Janus functions may spark interest in therapeutic

manipulation of virus diseases. Unfortunately, the molecular mechanism of the Janus functions of the

medicinal herbs in the treatment of influenza remains unclear. In this work, to illustrate the therapeutic

concept of Janus functions in the treatment of influenza, we have introduced a novel systems pharmacology

model that integrates pharmacokinetic screening, targeting and network analysis of two representative herbs

Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae that are efficient in the treatment of influenza, inflammation and

other diseases. 50 Chemicals with favorable pharmacokinetic profiles have been identified for the two herbs,

and the ligand–target network was constructed by complementing the literature-based experimental data

deposited in DrugBank. The annotation of these chemicals was assigned using a novel drug targeting

approach, and mapped to target–disease and drug–target–pathway networks. The overall data suggest that

the medicinal herbs function by indirectly suppressing the virus proliferation via regulating the immune

systems in hosts, and also, by directly inhibiting virus proliferation through targeting viral proteins essential for

the viral life cycle. For the first time, we have demonstrated the mechanism of medicinal herbs in prevention

and treatment of virus diseases via the Janus functions on a systematic level.

Insight, innovation, integration
Understanding how the diverse chemical components in medicinal herbs contribute to the overall pharmacological effect is a major challenge for current
studies. Additionally, some components play dual, even multiple roles, during fighting against influenza virus which added another layer of complexity to
pharmacological researches. Here, we introduced a novel systems pharmacology model which integrates pharmacokinetic screening, targeting and network
analysis. By using this model, two representative herbs Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae were analyzed regarding their pharmacological effect on
influenza, inflammation and other diseases. Of noted, Janus-function is a striking pharmacological characteristic of these chemical compounds in both herbs:
directly inhibiting virus replication and simultaneously promoting host immune response.

1 Introduction

Influenza pandemics, defined as epidemics of influenza viruses,
are responsible for acute contagious respiratory infection, and
finally result in substantial morbidity and mortality nearly every
year.1,2 As an important treatment option, adamantane and
neuraminidase (NA) as part of pandemic-preparedness plans
enable us to inhibit the activities of the membrane proteins of
influenza viruses.3,4 However, such therapy is constrained by
the emergence of resistant strains.5,6 With the aim of reducing
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the drug resistance and increasing the efficacy of the therapeutic
effects, the combination therapy, the use of more than one medica-
tion, has been proposed as an alternative to control the influenza
diseases.7 As the leading choice for treating the most dreadful
diseases, such as cancer and infectious diseases,8,9 the combination
drugs impact multiple targets, and are more efficacious and less
vulnerable to adaptive resistance than monotherapies.10,11

The combination therapy has been advocated for thousands
of years in herbal medicines to combat health problems,12,13

and more than one hundred of medicinal herbs have been found to
be effective against microbes.14 For example, the two herbs Lonicera
japonica (Jinyinhua) and Fructus Forsythiae (Lianqiao) possess excel-
lent anti-SARS coronavirus and anti-H1N1 flu virus activities.15,16

They are widely used as the principal components in many different
formulae, such as shuanghuanglian and yinqiaosan, to clear away
the heat evil and toxin, and cure fever, cough, and the swell of
throat, etc.14 As the main group of ingredients in both the herbs,
flavonoids enable us to target the NA protein, and thus exhibit
antiviral effects against influenza A virus.17,18 Also, Shuangkangsu,
isolated from Lonicera japonica, displays significant inhibition to
influenza B and A3 viruses.19

In fact, for a promising influenza treatment, in addition to
the antiviral defense, the antiviral agents should also enable us
to eliminate/alleviate inflammation since an excessive proin-
flammatory response is associated with fatality following infec-
tion with highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses.20

Fortunately, both the herbs Lonicera japonica and Fructus
Forsythiae were demonstrated to enable us to regulate the host’s
immune system, and meanwhile, stimulate the non-specific/
specific immune responses to allothigene. For instance, luteolin
isolated from the flowers of Lonicera japonica can suppress
inflammatory mediator release by blocking the NF-kB and MAPKs
activation pathways in HMC-1 cells;21 Arctigenin from Fructus
Forsythiae significantly decreases carrageenan-induced paw
edema, arachidonic acid-induced ear edema, and acetic acid-
induced writhing response and capillary permeability accentua-
tion, respectively.22 This evidence implies that the two herbs
display Janus functions, i.e., treating virus infection in a two-faced
fashion: inhibiting virus, and meanwhile, stimulating host’s
immune system. This suggests that the combination of anti-viral
and immunomodulatory agents will be more than passing inter-
est for the anti-viral agents singly used in patients with influenza.
However, despite the attractive therapy for influenza, it is still
unclear what the underlying molecular mechanism of the Janus
functions in the treatment of virus disease is?

To solve the problem, attempts have been made to document
research data from the medicinal herbs according to orthodox
pharmacological actions. However, the wide range of compounds
involved in the herbs significantly complicate the pharmaco-
logical research, because multiple active ingredients in them
might have synergistic effects.10,23 Although several experi-
mental methods have recently been launched to screen the
favorable drug combinations by disease-relevant phenotypic
assays,24 the systematic search for synergistic agent combina-
tions arising from the large number of ingredients in medicinal
herbs is still an unresolved issue,11 let alone identifying the

precise targets of herbs and the mechanism of their interac-
tions experimentally.

Alternative to experiments, systems pharmacology is an
emerging area of pharmacology that integrates knowledge about
pharmacokinetics (the adsorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion and toxicity (ADME/T) characteristics of a drug) to
understand drug actions across multiple scales of complexity
ranging from molecular and cellular levels to tissue and organism
levels by using network analysis.25 The study of the ADME/T
properties of herbal medicines would help understanding of
molecular mechanisms of herbal medicine pharmacology, toxicity
and drug–drug interactions. By considering drug actions and side
effects in the context of the regulatory networks within which the
drug targets and disease gene products function, network analysis
promises to greatly increase our knowledge of the mechanisms
underlying the multiple actions of drugs.25 Thus the application
of systems pharmacology to herbal medicine affords new
possibilities for investigating the explicit targets of medicinal
herbs’ active ingredients and their interactions in the context of
molecular networks,25 and thereby highlights the molecular
mechanism of their Janus functions. In the previous work, we
have developed a robust model based on systems pharmacology
to evaluate the efficiency of medicinal herbs and identified a
series of bioactive ingredients and possible targets from these
herbs. By mapping them onto functional ontologies, the resulting
biologically meaningful networks for those herbs offer a deep
understanding of their action mechanisms.26,27

In this work, we aim to verify whether medicinal herbs have
Janus functions in combating virus infection, including (1)
inactivating or restraining the virus directly by targeting viral
proteins and pathways unique to the viral life cycle; and (2)
suppressing the virus indirectly by enhancing or regulating
immune system in host cells. If so, what is the underlying
molecular basis? To address this, we take the two herbs Lonicera
japonica and Fructus Forsythiae as examples. We firstly explored
their active compound cohorts and potential targets, and then
mapped these compounds and protein targets onto functional
ontologies such as the compound–target associations, compound–
pathway connections and target–disease interactions, which offered
a means to infer details on the specific mechanisms of the herbs
that led to the pathologic transition. The obtained results provided
a new window over the Janus functions underlying the medicinal
herbs and were beneficial for designing of compounds or combi-
nation strategies for treating influenza diseases.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Database construction

All ingredients of both medicinal herbs Lonicera japonica
(227 compounds) and Fructus Forsythiae (146 compounds)
(Table S1 in ESI†) were derived from our own database: TcmSP:
Traditional Chinese Medicines for Systems Pharmacology Database
and Analysis Platform (http://tcmspnw.com). The structures of
these ingredients were saved as mol2 format for further analysis.
Sybyl 6.9 (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO) was employed to
optimize these molecules with the same parameters as described
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in our previous work.28 Considering the deglycosylation process
of the glucosides in the intestinal tract by enteric bacteria,29 the
glycosyls of 76 molecules were removed according to the rule of
glycosidase hydrolysis reaction and their products were added
into the database for further analysis.

2.2 Oral bioavailability (OB) prediction

To predict the OB of medicinal herbs’ ingredients, we have
developed a novel and robust in-house system OBioavail 1.1.30

The details of predicting the compounds’ OB have been described
in our previous work.27,30 The prediction of OB is very challenging
due to the fact that bioavailability is a complex function of many
biological and physicochemical factors, such as dissolution in the
gastrointestinal tract, intestinal membrane permeation, intestinal
and hepatic first-pass metabolism, and even the dosage form.
Thanks to this software, we can discard the compounds with poor
OB, thus discovering the bioactive compounds or lead compounds
in herbal medicine for further development.

Compounds with OB Z 50% were regarded as candidate
compounds, while several compounds with OB o 50% were
also studied in this work due to their therapeutic effects on
influenza diseases, such as the adhyperforin and hyperforin in
Fructus Forsythiae. The criteria used here is mainly for: (1)
extracting information from the herbs as much as possible
with the least number of components; (2) reasonably explaining
the obtaining model by the reported pharmacological data.

2.3 Predicting and validating the potential targets of human
and viral origin

Based on a systematic model developed in our previous work,
we predicted the potential targets of human and viral origins.
Such model has been developed in our previous work that
efficiently integrated the chemical, genomic and pharmaco-
logical information for drug targeting and discovery on a large
scale, based on the two powerful methods: Random Forest (RF)
and Support Vector Machine (SVM).26 This model shows an
impressive performance of prediction for drug–target inter-
action, with a concordance of 86%, a sensitivity of 80% and a
specificity of 93%, respectively. According to the possibilities of
compounds interacting with candidate targets in the RF and
SVM models, respectively, both sets of top 100 high-ranking
proteins were selected in this work and their overlap between
them was treated as potential targets.

To validate the predicted targets, we have performed mole-
cular docking analysis using the AutoDock software31 on active
substances in both herbs to compare their binding modes with
co-crystallized ligands involved in the predicted targets. This
approach performs the docking of small, flexible ligand to a set
of grids describing the target protein.32 Prior to docking, the
three dimensional (3D) structures of protein targets are pre-
requisite. To this end, the predicted targets of human and viral
origin that link to active substances in either herb were
reserved, then their 3D structures were directly derived from
RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.pdb.org/) or modeled
using the Swiss-Model Automated Protein Modeling Server
(http://swissmodel.expasy.org/) with default parameters if the

3D structures are unavailable. During the docking process, the
protein was considered as rigid and the molecules flexible.

2.4 Network construction

To characterize the multicomponent therapeutic mechanisms of
herbal medicine in the treatment of influenza from a network target
perspective, we constructed three kinds of visualized networks:
compound–target network (C–T network), target–disease network
(T–D network), and compound–target–pathway network (C–T–P net-
work), to afford new possibilities for understanding of the holistic,
complementary and synergic essence of herbal medicine.33

C–T network. All active substances in both the herbs and
their targets were used to generate a bipartite graph of drug–
protein interactions in which a drug and a protein were
connected to each other if the protein was a target of the drug,
giving rise to a C–T network. Since all potential targets were
distributed in both human and virus, we divided all targets into
two parts according to their origin (human or virus), then each
part was used to construct C–T network, respectively, that was,
the C–T network with protein targets of human origin was
referred to as C–Th network, while the C–T network with
protein targets of viral origin was referred to as C–Tv network.

T–D network. The associated disease information was mined
by mapping the terminology of our potential targets to the
relevant targeted disease conditions in the database TTD (as of
April 1st, 2012).34 The obtained 219 diseases were then projected
into the medical subject headings (MeSH, http://www.nlm.nih.gov)
whose terms are assigned according to the analysis of expert
indexers to best reflect article content, and finally, 20 disease
categories were probed. For example, herpes virus, hepatitis C,
and influenza virus infections belong to virus diseases; inflam-
mation, inflammatory diseases, and chronic inflammatory
diseases are grouped together as pathological conditions, signs
and symptoms; asthma, cough, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary diseases are categorized as respiratory tract diseases;
acute lymphoblastic leukemia, nasopharyngeal cancer, and
colorectal cancer are classified as neoplasms; pain and vascular
headache are affiliated to nervous system diseases; and auto-
immune diseases, immunodeficiency and immunosuppression
are placed together as immune system diseases.

C–T–P network. The information about pathways were initially
collected as defined by the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes),35 and then the T–P network was built by
connecting the targets and their related signaling pathways.
Targets and their related signaling pathways were represented
as nodes and their interactions as links. To examine the global
relationships between compounds and pathways, the C–T–P
network was constructed by overlaying the C–T network onto
T–P network.

All visualized networks were generated by Cytoscape 2.8.1,
a popular bioinformatics package for biological network visua-
lization and data integration.36 The quantitative properties
of these networks were analyzed by two plugins including
NetworkAnalyzer and CentiScaPe 1.2. The degree of a node
was the number of edges associated with the node.
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3. Results and discussion

Thousands of years’ clinical practices in herbal medicine have
proven the in vivo efficacy and safety of herbal medicines.14,37

However, despite the promising therapy of such herbs for the
treatment of influenza, their molecular mechanisms responsible
for the Janus functions remain unclear. Fortunately, recent
advances in systems biology and medicine have allowed the
application of systems pharmacology approach in the study of
the botanic drugs. In this work, we have carried out our investiga-
tion as follows: first, OB prediction and analysis of pharmaco-
logical mechanisms; second, target identification and validation;
and finally, network construction and analysis. Such successful
prediction of the potential targets and understanding of the
mechanism of action of medicinal herbs will facilitate the
development of novel drugs for the treatment of influenza
disease, and improve the efficacy of both herbal medicine
and modern medicine interventions.

3.1 OB prediction and analysis of pharmacological
mechanisms

Herbal medicines are often administered by the oral route, and
thereby the ingredients with poor aqueous solubility might
exhibit low efficiency in entering blood, and provide few beneficial
therapeutic effects in patients. Generally, the failure/success of
multiple chemicals in the developmental stage is evaluated by
ADME properties.38 Among the properties, good OB is one of
the most desirable attributes of a new drug. To increase the
probability of success of compounds as an oral drug in the
subsequent development, we have thus developed a robust
in-house system30 to evaluate human OB for structurally diverse
drugs. In this section, we use this OB prescreening model to
screen out the ingredients of Lonicera japonica and Fructus
Forsythiae with favorable pharmacokinetic properties.

3.1.1 Lonicera japonica. For Lonicera japonica, 41 of 227
chemicals (19%) show OB Z 50% (Table 1), and most of them
(OB Z 50%) are essential oils, organic acids, flavonoids and
saponins with good pharmacological effects.16 For a-cedrol,
this essential oil possesses an OB of 89%, and shows anti-
inflammatory and antifungal activities against a broad spec-
trum of plant pathogenic fungi.39,40 While the cis-jasmone with
an OB of 87% shows antiviral activity by inducing selective
production of secondary metabolites that can directly reduce
the development of pests and diseases.41 As for linalool, this
essential oil exhibits a dose-dependent analgesic action on the
central nervous system (CNS), and possesses good anti-inflam-
matory activity.42,43

For the organic acids, caffeic acid (OB = 66%), quinic acid
(OB = 59%), and 3-O-caffeoyl quinic acid methyl ester (OB =
53%), they are regarded as the major antibacterial and anti-
viral44 ingredients of Lonicera japonica. It is worth to note that
chlorogenic acid (3-caffeoylquinic acid) exhibits very poor OB as
low as 11%, although this compound enable us to display
antivirus, anticancer, anti-inflammation activities,45,46 and has
been officially used as the indicator compound to characterize
the quality of this herb.16 This fact, combined with the evidence

that other chlorogenic acids also have low OB less than 30%,
suggests that the chlorogenic acids cannot be well absorbed and
metabolized by human. In fact, we note that chlorogenic acid is a
conjugate of quinic and caffeic acids which have good OBs (66%
and 59%, respectively) and exert biological activities including
antioxidant, anti-thrombosis, anti-hypertension, antivirus and
antitumor properties.47 This implies that the chlorogenic acid
may play its role mainly in the form of its catabolites.

For flavonoids, a class of secondary metabolites in Lonicera
japonica, they are most commonly known for their antiviral,
antimicrobial, and antioxidant activities in vitro. Quercetin, a
flavonoid present in a wide variety of fruits and vegetables, has OB
of about 50%, which can reduce the susceptibility to influenza
infection following stressful exercise.48 Also, cell culture studies
have illustrated that quercetin can exert cytoprotective effects
against various viruses, inflammation, and oxidation.49

As for the major saponin constituents sweroside and
7-epi-loganin, they exhibit significantly low OBs (4% and
12%, respectively), although recent studies have reported their
pharmacological effects, such as antiprotozoal, antiallergic and
antiviral activities.15 The reason is that both the chemicals are
triterpene glycoside compounds which fail to permeate membrane,
and thus show poor oral bioavailability. Indeed, after intestinal
deglycosylation, sweroside and 7-epi-loganin can display good OBs
(74% and 85%, respectively), which suggests that they play their
bioactivities mainly in the form of their catabolites, and probably
act as prodrugs that are metabolized to the active form.29 Similarly,
some other compounds known as hederagenin glycosides also
show good OB and present certain bioactivities after deglyco-
sylation. For example, the OB of loniceroside A, a glycoside with
significant anti-inflammatory activity,50 increases from 23% to
89% as a result of glycosyl hydrolysis. This implies that loni-
ceroside A may exhibit its biological activity primarily in the
form of a non-carbohydrate moiety.

3.1.2 Fructus Forsythiae. For Fructus Forsythiae, 28% (44 of
146, Table 1) of ingredients in this herb show good OB (Z50%),
and most of them have profound pharmacological effects. For
example, the two alkaloids egenine and (�)-70-O-methylegenine
with OB of 90% and 67% show anti-inflammatory activities, with
inhibition rates of the release of b-glucuronidase from polymor-
phonuclear leukocytes of rats.51 Also, (�)-car-3-ene-2,5-dione
with OB of 64% displays potent antibacterial activity against a
wide range of bacteria.52 For matairesinol, this compound shows
an OB of 90%, which enables us to inhibit HIV replication in H9
lymphocyte cells.53 As for rengynic acid, this chemical shows an
OB of 58%, and has been assessed for potent antiviral effect on
RSV in vitro by cell morphology methods.54

It is worth to note that phillyrin (forsythin) and forsythiaside
show rather poor OBs (o35%), although they are two major effective
constituents of Fructus Forsythiae that possess anti-inflammatory,55

anti-viral,56 antioxidant and antibacterial activities,57 and are
commonly used as chemical markers for quality control of
Fructus Forsythiae raw material.58,59 Interestingly, after deglyco-
sylation, both the aglycones of phillyrin and forsythiaside show
high OB of 66% and 74%. Additionally, some compounds with
acceptable OB (between 40% and 50%) including hyperforin
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Table 1 62 Compounds from Fructus Forsythiae and Lonicera japonica and corresponding predicted oral bioavailability (OB) and drug-likeness (DL)

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

LM294a 100b 0.17

LM387a — 94.8 0.51

LM394a — 93.8 0.23

LM289a — 92.9 0.47

LM285a — 90.3 0.92

LM298a — 89.6 0.38

JM77a 89.4b 0.22

JM63a — 89.3 0.28
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

JM1a 87.5b 0.30

LM304a 85.1b 0.47

JM57a 85.1b 0.16

LM398a — 83.3 0.17

LM287a — 82.8 0.45

LM356a — 80.0 0.37

JM170 — 79.7 0.26

LM414a — 76.0 0.21
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

LM386a — 75.9 0.51

LM428a — 75.9 0.35

LM345a — 74.4 0.47

LM305a — 74.1 0.45

JM113a 73.6b 0.13

JM107a 73.3b 0.12

LM309a — 70.5 0.12

JM250a 70.1b 0.09
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

LM274a 68.6b 0.30

LM299a — 67.5 0.21

LM399a — 67.4 0.17

LM338a — 67.1 0.92

LM279a — 65.7 0.08

JM217a — 65.5 0.19

LM384a — 65.4 0.07

LM409 — 64.2 0.18
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

LM349a 63.7b 0.08

LM306a 61.2b 0.47

JM74a 61.2b 0.25

JM116a 60.9b 0.16

LM273 — 60.2 0.41

JM53a — 59.9 0.36

JM130a — 59.4 0.07
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

JM249a — 59.2 0.13

LM344a — 57.6 0.08

JM65 55.6b 0.85

LM358a 55.4b 0.15

LM424 — 55.3 0.13

JM108a 53.6b 0.29

LM363a — 53.6 0.12

JM205 — 53.5 0.22
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

JM251a 53.4b 0.16

JM258a — 52.9 0.41

LM374 — 52.5 0.05

LM284a — 52.3 0.43

JM111a 51.4b 0.53

LM332a — 51.2 0.05

JM190a 51.0b 0.29
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Table 1 (continued )

No. Molecule (before deglycosylation) Molecule (after deglycosylation) OB(%) DL

LM401a — 50.5 0.18

JM202 — 50.5 0.22

LM377a — 49.0 0.30

LM310a — 46.8 0.34

LM323 — 46.2 0.18

LM371 — 44.0 0.78

LM370 — 44.0 0.77

LM364 — 42.1 0.87

LM represents the molecule of Fructus Forsythiae, JM represents the molecule of Lonicera japonica. a The active ingredients of the herbs bind to 48
potential targets associated with influenza. b The predicted OB after deglycosylation.
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(OB = 44%), adhyperforin (OB = 44%) and luteolin (OB = 49%)
are also demonstrated to possess remarkable pharmacodynamic
effects. It has been reported that hyperforin has the antibacterial
activity against multiresistant Staphylococcus aureus and gram-
positive bacteria,60 while adhyperforin and luteolin have anti-
inflammatory activity.61 Finally, we yield 65 candidate compounds
derived from the OB, drug-likeness (Z0.1), and drug metabolism
prescreening in vivo.

3.2 Target identification and validation

Generally, herbal medicine contains numerous pharmacological
compounds, which offer bright prospects for the control of
complex diseases in a synergistic manner. To understand the
underlying mechanism of such synergistic effect, it is important
to search the knowledge about the therapeutic targets of drugs.
Traditionally, such information have been generated experimen-
tally including the sequencing of expressed-sequence tags (ESTs),
serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) differential display,
homology cloning, and related approaches.62 However, this process
is challenging and time-consuming,63 and many drugs may not
be predicted simply by sequence or structural homology due to
their multiple physiological targets63

To overcome this bottleneck, a new and robust approach is
urgently needed to be developed that is capable of systematically
analyzing protein–drug interactions. Thanks to the recent develop-
ment in ‘omics’ technology and systems biology, we have developed
a systematic approach that efficiently integrates the chemical,
genomic and pharmacological information for drug targeting and
discovery on a large scale, based on the RF and SVM methods.26

Using this approach, we have searched 248 candidate targets
(Table S2 in ESI†) for all the 62 candidate compounds. The
candidate targets are further validated by molecular docking
method, and 91% targets are reserved (named as potential
targets). The results show that many candidate compounds have
promiscuous actions. For example, menthol (from Lonicera
japonica) acts as an inducer of transient receptor potential cation
channels (subfamily M member 8, subfamily A member 1, and
subfamily V member 3)64,65 and also as an agonist of kappa-type
opioid receptor;66 hyperforin (from Fructus Forsythiae) has dual
specificity for canalicular multispecific organic anion transporter 1
(acting as an inducer)67 and solute carrier organic anion transporter
family member 1B1 (acting as an inhibitor);68 Quercetin (sharing
compounds from both Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae) can
interact with tens of proteins such as cytochrome P450 2C869 and
multidrug resistance-associated protein 1.70 These confirm that
herbal treatment is a multicomponent therapeutics, in which two
or more active ingredients simultaneously target multiple proteins.

Furthermore, we retrieve 48 potential targets associated with
influenza (Table S2, ESI†) which link with 50 active ingredients
of the herbs. A significant target overlap is found between the
two herbs Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae (38 potential
targets), which suggests the similar therapeutic efficiency of both
herbs. Interestingly, all these potential targets are distributed in
both virus (5) and human (43), implying that these medicinal
herbs probably protects human against virus infection in two
ways: limiting replication of viruses, and enhancing innate and

adaptive antiviral defenses in hosts to restrain viral infection (for
details, see section ‘‘Network construction and analysis’’ below).

3.3 Network construction and analysis

3.3.1 C–Th network: medicinal herbs regulating human
defense system. C–Th network is comprised of 93 nodes
(50 potential compounds and 43 potential targets) and 565
edges. The triangles and circles represent the potential com-
pounds and targets for Lonicera japonica (red) and Fructus
Forsythiae (yellow), respectively, while cyan and purple show
the overlapped compounds and targets between the two herbs,
respectively. The global view of the network in Fig. 1 shows that
the targets display different number of interactions with drugs
with a mean number of potential compounds per target of 12.
For example, cell division protein kinase 2 (CDK2) exhibits
the highest number of drug interactions (degree distribution
DD = 38), while epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) has
only one drug interaction.

Influenza is often viewed as a complex disease since it is
usually an acute, self-limited respiratory tract infection that begins
with the sudden onset of high fever, followed by inflammation of the
upper respiratory tree and trachea, with coryza, cough, headache,
prostration, malaise and other signs.71 Indeed, further observation
of the C–Th network shows that for most of the targets with high
degree (>12), such as the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors
(PPARs), and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), they are key
effectors of inflammation, which confirms the efficiency of our
network. Since inflammation is one of the first responses of the
immune system of human body to infection, it is reasonable to
believe that Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae probably resist
viral infection by regulating hosts’ immune function.

Further analysis of the T–D network (Fig. 2) shows that there
are high degrees of correlations of targets with the respiratory
tract diseases (22/346), nervous system diseases (45/346), and
pathological conditions, signs and symptoms (32/346). Since
the symptoms of influenza are roughly classified into respira-
tory tract diseases (e.g. respiratory tract infection and cough),
nervous system diseases (e.g. headache), and pathological con-
ditions, signs and symptoms (e.g., inflammation), the above
result further confirms the effectiveness of the medicinal herbs
for treating the influenza disease. For instance, as one of the
hallmarks of influenza, acute respiratory distress syndrome is
attributed to the hyperproduction of cytokines and chemokines
in the lung, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a, granulocyte
macrophage colony-stimulating factor, interleukin (IL)-6, and IL-8.72

These cytokines are mainly released by the macrophages enriched
in lung and their production is mediated by the MAPK pathway.
Thus inhibition of MAPK can lower the production of these
inflammatory cytokines and thereby may have a therapeutic
benefit.73 In fact, both MAPK and TNF are predicted to be
targets shared by the both herbs. This result thus suggests
that Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae attaches great
importance to the immunity and self-adjusting functions of
human beings in the treatment of influenza.

3.3.2 C–Tv network: medicinal herbs directly inhibiting
virus infection. Fig. 3 shows that there are five targets of viral
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origin in the C–Tv network modulated by 15 potential molecules.
Among these targets, thymidine kinase (TK) displays the high-
est degree distribution (DD = 9), followed by the lysozyme
(E, DD = 4), hemagglutinin–neuraminidase (HN, DD = 4),
neuraminidase (NA, DD = 3), and DNA polymerase (UL54,
DD = 2). This result suggests that Lonicera japonica and
Fructus Forsythiae can directly target viral proteins. For example,
neuraminidase (NA) and hemagglutinin are antigenic glyco-
proteins on the surface of influenza virions. Both of them
recognize the carbohydrate structures and bind to the sialic acid
receptor on the surface of the host cell, which aids the entry of the
virus.74 Then the NA antigen cleaves the terminal linkage of the
sialic acid receptor, thereby leading to the release of the progeny
virions from the infected host cells. Due to the essential role of
NA in influenza viral replication, spread and pathogenesis, NA

and HN are considered to be attractive targets for combating
influenza.75 By analyzing the T–D network as described above,
we suggest that the two medicinal herbs can limit the virus
infection by targeting the viral protein directly.

3.3.3 C–Th network vs. C–Tv network: medicinal herbs’
Janus effects on the treatment of influenza. The above C–Th
and C–Tv networks show that the herbs, Lonicera japonica and
Fructus Forsythiae, possess Janus functions—regulating human
immune system to resist virus activity and meanwhile, directly
inhibiting the viral protein. Although the mechanisms of
actions of the herbs seem to have little in common, they are
reconcilable in the treatment of influenza. After being threa-
tened by viruses such as influenza, the innate immune system
of human provides a first line of defense against pathogens.
Thus many proteins in immune system, such as TLRs, MAPKs

Fig. 1 C–Th network. A compound and a protein of human origin are connected to each other if the protein is a target of the compound. The triangles and circles,
respectively, represent potential compounds and targets for both herbs Lonicera japonica (red) and Fructus Forsythiae (yellow), and the overlapped compounds and
targets between two herbs are shown in cyan and purple, respectively.
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and PPARs, become attractive targets for limiting the infection
with influenza virus. For instances, (1) TLRs, germline encoded
pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs), recognize virion glyco-
proteins (hemagglutinin)76 and then rapidly initiate a cascade

of events that results in the expression of a variety of genes
involved in the inflammatory and immune responses.77 The
inhibition of TLRs pathway can effectively suppress the influenza
A virus-induced upregulation of proinflammatory cytokines,

Fig. 2 T–D network. T–D link was generated by mapping a target’s terminology to relevant terms from the medical subject headings. In this way, a total of 219 disease
terms (cyan squares) which can be organized into 20 categories (pink hexagons) according to MeSH were obtained. The colors of target nodes are the same as Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 C–Tv network. A compound and a protein of virus origin are connected to each other if the protein is a target of the compound. The node has the same color as
Fig. 2.
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and viral replication.78 Similarly, euxanthone from Fructus
Forsythiae, which is predicted to inhibit TLRs, also probably
inactivates the influenza; (2) p38 MAPK activation has been
shown to contribute to the hyperinduction of TNF-a in
response to influenza virus infection, which is a critical step
in influenza virus replication. Thus it has been suggested that
p38 MAPK inhibitors could be used to limit the viral replication.76

Here, we find that molecule quercetin (involved in both herbs) is
able to inhibit MAPK, and thus reduce the TNF-a-induced chemo-
kine secretion,79 verifying that both herbs have important implica-
tions for the host resistance against influenza virus infection;
(3) PPARs are ligand-dependent transcription factors that regulate
the gene expression.80 Their activation can dampen the pro-
inflammatory cytokine secretion by inhibiting the activation of
NF-kB, thereby reducing the inflammation in response to influenza
virus infection.81 Thus PPAR agonists like hyperforin82 and caffeic
acid83 would hold a great promise as influenza treatments. Intrigu-
ingly, these molecules as agonist have been identified in herbs
Lonicera japonica and/or Fructus Forsythiae, further highlighting the
efficiency of medicinal herbs in treatment of influenza. Combined,
these results indicate that both herbs can help hosts to restrain
viral infection by enhancing the antiviral defenses.

On the other hand, viruses have to counter these defenses by
incorporating tools that can cripple or overcome the antiviral
host defense. Therefore, the viral proteins associated with
viral replication, such as NA and HN, are also attractive drug
targets.75 Notably, we find 15 molecules in two herbs can
modulate five potential targets in virus, and some of them,
such as quinic acid from Lonicera japonica84 and luteolin from
Fructus Forsythiae,85 have been experimentally identified as
inhibitors of NA.

Taken together, these results explain that the Janus func-
tions of medicinal herbs, Lonicera japonica and Fructus For-
sythiae, are reconcilable, that is, medicinal herbs can exert
influenza antiviral effects by inhibiting the viral protein directly
and regulating the immune-mediated resistance to viral infec-
tion. This synergistic effect achieved by the multiple ingredi-
ents that inhibit the virus at different stages, strengthen the
impaired immune system and improve the overall symptoms
will make the herb medicine promising to become the ther-
apeutics of choice in the future.

3.3.4 Characteristics of feature patterns enriched in both
herbs. To identify the similarities and compare the differences
between Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae in the treatment of
influenza, we further analyze the potential compounds and targets
involved in the C–Th and C–Tv networks. For the C–Th network, 9 of
50 compounds show high degree distributions and each of them
hits more than 22 potential targets, and 8 of the 9 compounds come
from Fructus Forsythiae, i.e. LM387 (70-epi-8-hydroxypinoresinol),
LM304 (phillyrin), LM279 (caffeic acid), LM428 (onjixanthone I),
LM356 ((+)-lariciresinol), LM299 ((3R,4S,5R)-5-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-
3,4-bis(hydroxymethyl) dihydrofuran-2(3H)-one), LM305 ((+)-pinore-
sinol), LM287 (epipinoresinol). This result shows a bias toward the
specific drug compounds of Fructus Forsythiae, suggesting that this
herb primarily regulates the human defense system that is probably
more efficient than Lonicera japonica.

As for the 43 potential targets in the C–Th network, 35 of
them are shared by both herbs, implying similar therapeutic
mechanisms of both medicinal herbs in the treatment of
influenza. While the rest 8 targets are specifically hit by
Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae, that is, dihydrofolate
reductase (deoD), and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
for Lonicera japonica, macrophage migration inhibitory factor
(MIF), delta-type opioid receptor (OPRD1), phospholipase A2
(PLA2G1B), membrane copper amine oxidase (AOC3), toll-like
receptor 7 (TLR7), and voltage-dependent T-type calcium
channel subunit alpha-1H (CACNA1H) for Fructus Forsythiae.
This result indicates that both herbs probably possess different
binding properties with the active substances. Combined, these
data suggest that one medicinal herb enables us to constitute a
formula with different herbs for the treatment of various
diseases to some extent.

While in the C–Tv network, three targets, i.e., TK, E, and HN,
are shared by both herbs, whereas the NA and UL54 are
specifically hit by Lonicera japonica. More importantly, we
observed that, different from C–Th network, the molecules
bound to all five targets in virus mainly come from Lonicera
japonica (11/15) rather than Fructus Forsythiae (6/15), suggesting
that Lonicera japonica directly controls the influenza virus
infection more effectively than Fructus Forsythiae. Taken together,
both C–T networks suggest that the combination of both herbs
probably explores a wider biological space and work effects at low
concentration, and is evidently safer than single-component drugs.
For example, yinqiaosan, with Lonicera japonica and Fructus For-
sythiae acts as its principal active components, has been clinically
identified as effective therapy as the NA inhibitor oseltamivir for
patients with H1N1 influenza,86 which implies that the herbs
involved in a formula probably possess combination effects.

3.3.5 Illuminating medicinal herbs in the influenza treat-
ment with biological pathways. The biological pathway, from
the simplest cascades to the highly intertwined networks of protein
kinases, contributes extensively to the diversity of developmental
programs and adaptation responses in animals.87 Diseases
including influenza are characterized by dysregulation of
biological pathways88 that is caused by infections, environmen-
tal factors, genetic mutations, or lifestyle. Such dysregulation
changes the expression of proteins in multiple cellular path-
ways, resulting in alteration in growth, differentiation, or
apoptosis.89 Thus identification of molecular pathways targeted
by a compound is crucial for drug discovery, and also for new
clinical applications of already existing drugs. The above C–T
networks suggest that herb drugs have many physiological
targets in the treatment of influenza infection, indicating that
this ‘polypharmacology’ is probably therapeutically essential.
Here, we have constructed the C–T–P network to provide more
information on the mechanisms of action of medicinal herbs
and potential side effects.

We have chosen 13 signal pathways closely associated with the
influenza and its associated symptoms in KEGG as shown in
Fig. 4. We find that there are 3 pathways significantly enriched
for these target proteins: (1) Of all 32 target proteins, 13
participate in the neuroactive ligand–receptor interaction pathway.
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This pathway is directly related to the neurodevelopment, which
utilizes the neurotransmitters glutamate, dopamine, serotonin,
noradrenaline as its starters and regulates certain crucial pathways
that maintain mood and regulate stress such as, long-term
potentiation, GnRH (Gonadotrophin Releasing Hormone)
signaling and synthesis of gap junction. More importantly,
the neuroactive ligand–receptor interaction pathway can be acti-
vated early after virus infection.90 This result indicates that herbal
medicine is a response-oriented treatment and emphasizes restor-
ing the self-regulatory ability of the body; (2) the calcium signaling
pathway also stood out in the enriched pathway list. This pathway
can be modulated by small messenger molecule nitric oxide (NO)
which was produced by NOS (the enzyme nitric oxide synthase).91

Hence, NO displays various potent physiological effects, including
the vascular headache pathophysiology probably associated with

this pathway. Furthermore, this pathway has also been demon-
strated to be associated with influenza A virus-induced apoptosis;92

(3) the nucleotide metabolism pathways including ‘‘pyrimidine
metabolism’’ and ‘‘purine metabolism’’ are crucial to the survival
of the virus and bacteria. The common target DHODH is an
enzyme that catalyzes the rate limiting step in de novo biosynthesis
of pyrimidine in different cell lines,93 and its inhibition can
suppress the cell growth and antibody production including the
immunoglobulin production.94 Thus, these pathways including
DHODH would be an attractive target for antiviral and antibacterial
therapies. Additionally, TLR and MAPK pathways, as described
above, are directly relevant to influenza virus infection.

Furthermore, the common targets shared by both herbs link
with all pathways, implying that similar mechanisms are
shared by both herbs as anti-flu agents. Moreover, several

Fig. 4 C–T–P network. The information about the pathways as defined by the KEGG was collected and then the T–P network was built by connecting the targets and
their related signaling pathways. The C–T–P network was constructed by overlaying the C–T network onto T–P network. The colors of compound and target nodes are
the same as Fig. 2, and the pathway node is represented as pink hexagon.
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protein targets belong to more than one signaling pathways,
indicating that a single protein can function in more than one
signaling pathways. For example, the common target TNF is a
cytokine that participates in systemic inflammation and stimu-
lates acute phase reaction. It is accumulated in macrophages
infected by influenza A virus95 and can initiate several pathways
such as T cell receptor, TLR and cytokine–cytokine receptor
interaction pro-inflammatory signaling pathways during the
innate defense,96 suggesting the potential role of cross-talking
proteins in drug target discovery. This further verifies that as
anti-influenza agents medicinal herbs probably act through
several pathways which enable us to treat influenza and its
associated symptoms efficiently.

4. Conclusion

The threat of influenza pandemics and the emergence of drug-
resistant viral strains to existing drugs mean that the develop-
ment of novel, effective and affordable drug treatments is an
urgent priority. Natural products and their derivatives, such as
Chinese herb medicine, have historically been invaluable as a
source of therapeutic agents for the treatment of diseases,
including especially the influenza and concomitant infections.
However, the molecular mechanism of medicinal herbs exerting
therapeutic effects on the special disease is still unknown. Here,
we used a systems pharmacology approach by integrating the OB
screening, targets prediction and validation, and network analysis
to probe the molecular mechanisms of action of the representa-
tive medicinal herbs Lonicera japonica and Fructus Forsythiae for
the influenza disease treatment. Our results show that:

(1) 50 active ingredients of both herbs have been identified, and
the systematic use of these ingredients to explore the biological
systems on a proteome-wide scale will offer valuable clues on the
molecular basis of cellular functions, and also the results of target
prediction will shift the conventional one-drug–one-target drug
discovery process to a new multi-drug–multi-target paradigm.

(2) The potential targets of the medicinal herbs Lonicera
japonica and Fructus Forsythiae have been identified in both
human and virus, harnessing the potential of the medicinal
herbs as anti-influenza agents that act in two ways: inactivating
or restraining the virus directly by targeting the viral proteins
and pathways unique to the viral life cycle; and suppressing the
virus indirectly by enhancing or regulating the immune func-
tion in host cells.

(3) The T–D network displays that both herbs have great
efficiency for the control of not only the influenza but also of
other diseases such as neoplasms, nervous system diseases, and
nutritional and cardiovascular diseases, suggesting that multiple
diseases can be treated with the same herbal medicine.

(4) The integrated C–T–P network constructed in our work
demonstrates that active compounds in both herbs can impact
diverse clinically relevant signal pathways, confirming the
efficiency of the medicinal herbs for the treatment of influenza.

(5) The present work provides a novel strategy for network-
based herbal medicine pharmacology study, which will promote
botanical drug discovery. The approach developed in this work

is expected to bridge the existing gap between traditional
medicine and modern medicine.
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